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Want to see new art in New York this weekend? Start in SoHo with Darja Bajagic and Lionel Maunz’s show. Then
head to Chinatown for Al Freeman’s small but boisterous exhibition and slide over to the Lower East Side for
MSCHF’s first gallery outing. And in TriBeCa, see Tau Lewis’s current batch of sculptures.

Hours vary at galleries. Visitors should check in advance.

SOHO

Darja Bajagic and Lionel Maunz
Through Dec. 3. Downs & Ross, 424 Broadway, Manhattan; 646-741-9138, downsross.com.

With the grim flare of a modernist, Lionel Maunz brutalizes the human figure; like a millennial surfing an internet of
atrocities, Darja Bajagic cuts the macabre with irony. Bajagic, born in 1990, pings between Moldova and Chicago,
while Maunz, 1975, lives in Brooklyn — but their sensibilities rhyme. Each of the four Maunz sculptures on view in
the show “Forest Passage” at Downs & Ross has a Bajagic painting behind it, so that one can’t escape the other.
Bajagic’s “Baptism by Blood (Mother & Child)” depicts a priest’s frock and hands on a liturgical book, giving the
hands holding hunks of muscle in Maunz’s sculpture “My Hands Make the Perfect Wound” a sacramental aura.
Bajagic frames her work with the same kind of welded steel stock that Maunz uses for his armatures — their formal
sympathy and shared restraint chill the subject matter to the point of reverence.

Newly Reviewed

Left, Darja Bajagic’s painting “Baptism by Blood (Mother & Child)” (2022). Right, Lionel
Maunz’s “My Hands Make the Perfect Wound” (2022). via Darja Bajagic, Lionel Maunz and

Downs & Ross, New York; Photo by Phoebe d’Heurle
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This ambivalence between schlock shock and mortal meditation makes it difficult to say what you’re feeling —
awed, affronted, or only sick. Maunz’s covers his hairless or burnt-looking animal forms in brush strokes, so that
they appear fuzzy, gestural and artificial — rather than waxy and transubstantiated like one of Paul Thek’s “meat”
works. The leftmost Bajagic painting, a trapezoidal picture of a group burial, has the noncommittal wit of a Warhol
electric chair. In the company of Maunz’s mute slaughterhouse, Bajagic’s crypto-occultic wall hangings seem
somber — and yet, their burlap surfaces are stitched up with embalmer’s thread: if you can stomach the thought,
it’s almost funny. TRAVIS DIEHL

CHINATOWN

Al Freeman
Through Dec. 4. 56 Henry, 105 Henry Street, Manhattan; 646-858-0800, 56henry.nyc.

A used scratch-off lottery ticket, torn in four, creates a fractured grid. The legible words and phrase “WIN” and
“CASH / 4LIFE” across the top two fragments ironically read only of dashed hopes. While the lotto ticket may be a
dud, Al Freeman’s artwork depicting it — sculpture hung on the wall like a painting — manages to capture the
vivacious energy of a hoarse-voiced belly laugh.

The four works together in “Floors” tell a story in this small but boisterous exhibition, the Brooklyn-based artist’s
fifth solo show with the gallery. “Lotto Ticket on Dark Wood Floor” (all works are from 2022) is joined by a receipt
from CVS promising “$3.00 off” along with a handful of pennies in “Receipt and Change on Pavement.” The other
two works each illustrate packages of over-the-counter meds: the twinned torn blue packets in “Alka-Seltzer on
Blonde Wood” and the crumbled pair spilling their eight tablets like pink polka dots in “Pepto Bismol on Checkered
Floor.”

All are composed primarily of colored vinyl of the sort you’d find covering the booth at a classic New York diner, also
incorporating foam, polyester fiberfill and leather, further suggesting upholstery. This wall-mounted format shows
Freeman evolving and honing her craft beyond a clever reimagining of Claes Oldenburg soft sculpture updated for

Works by Al Freeman: at left, “Receipt and Change on Pavement” (2022); and at right,
“Lotto Ticket on Dark Wood Floor,” (2022). via Al Freeman Jr. and 56 Henry, New York; Photo

by Matt Grubb


